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The Yang-Mills equation in Minkowski space with given initial data is 
considered. The gauge group is formulated in terms of a Sobolev-Banach-Lie 
group, and the Cauchy problem for the equations thereby reduced to the 
temporal (hamiltonian) gauge. Given data for which the fields and potential 
have respectively one and two derivatives which are square-integrable over 
space, a strong solution exists throughout space in a nontrivial time interval. If 
the initial data are infinitely differentiable in Le , the solution may be represented 
as a C” function on space-time satisfying the equations in the elementary 
sense. Strong solutions which agree at one time and have square-integrable 
derivatives as earlier agree throughout their regions of definition. For arbitrary 
finite-energy Cauchy data, there exists a quasi-solution (weak limit of solutions 
of truncated equations) which is global on Minkowski space. The solutions may 
take values in an arbitrary separable Hilbert Lie algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The complex of ideas introduced by Yang and Mills [I31 center mathe- 
matically about a differential equation of exceptional symmetry properties. 
The Yang-Mills equation is covariant (i.e. transforms in a simple, designated 
manner) not only with respect to a group of point-transformations in space- 
time (the conformal group of Minkowski space, specifically), but with respect 
to an infinite-dimensional group of transformations in function space. The 
latter are known as gauge transformation, and appear in their simplest form 
in the classic work of Weyl [2]. In the related form involved in quantum 
electrodynamics, the group is abelian, and its generators may be identified 
physically with the charge, suitably averaged with respect to test functions. 
In the case studied by Yang and Mills the group is non-abelian and may be 
identified physically with transformations implementing nuclear charge- 
independence. 
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A variety of fundamental physical applications and developments of a natural 
generalization of the equations have been made and treated analytically in 
the ensuing two decades. But it is striking that mathematically there has been 
little progress towards the general solution of these beautiful equations. In 
a way this is not too surprising, the equations being non-linear, global, and 
involved with non-commutative algebra. But the apparent total absence of 
general existence theory despite the intensive study and proposed application 
of formal aspects of the equations (notably, of special solutions), is anomalous. 
It seems reassuring that, as shown here, the Cauchy problem for slightly regular 
data has a strong solution throughout space, and retains cogent regularity 
properties, at least in a finite time interval; that the solution is global in time 
unless the potential A becomes unbounded in the norm I[(1 - d)A \\a ; and 
that unicity is global in space-time. Moreover, global quasi-solutions (i.e. weak 
limits of solutions of cut-off equations) exist throughout space-time for arbitrary 
finite-energy data. 
The present work represents a first step in the general study of the equations 
from the standpoint of mathematical analysis. There has earlier been much 
study from the standpoint of differential geometry and the analysis of special 
solutions, culminating in part in the incisive result of Atiyah et al. [1] on an 
elliptic variant of the equations (see also Jackiw and Rebbi [6] and the literature 
cited there), which are hyperbolic in their original physically fundamental 
form. The self-dual solution manifold modulo the gauge group is finite- 
dimensional in the case of the elliptic variant cited. This contrast, with the 
infinite-dimensionality of the solution manifold for the Yang-Mills equations 
on Minkowski space, accentuates the challenge of the problem of the mathe- 
matical elucidation of a possible rigorous connection between the hyperbolic 
(Lorentzian metric) and elliptic (Riemannian metric) cases. 
In their gauge-invariance and non-linear constraints on the Cauchy data, 
the Yang-Mills equations resemble those of general relativity, for which the 
Cauchy problem has been studied intensively by Y. Choquet-Bruhat [4] and 
successors. 
I thank K. Huang for highly informative discussions of physical aspects 
of the Yang-Mills equations. 
2. THE EQUATIONS AND THEIR GAUGE-INVARIANCE 
a. The Internal Group 
The equations under consideration consist of constraints on 4 functions Aj 
(j = 0, 1,2, 3) w h ose values lie in a given Hilbert Lie algebra; this latter term 
refers to the Lie algebra G of a separable Hilbert Lie group G, in the sense 
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introduced by G. Birkhoff [2].l The “abelian” case is that in which G is abelian, 
which case is reducible to the Maxwell equations, for which G is 1 -dimensional; 
in the original work of Yang and Mills, G is the algebra of 2 x 2 skew-hermitian 
complex matrices of vanishing trace, and G the group SU(2); formally, there 
is no problem in considering other Lie algebras, physical motivation for which 
was given by Utiyama [lo] in connection with general relativity, and treated 
for a fairly general class of algebras by Gell-Mann and Glashow [Sj. We wish 
to preserve the option of taking G to be infinite-dimensional in connection 
with certain contemplated applications, but the reader will lose little ideationally 
if he thinks of G as a Lie algebra of finite-dimensional matrices. It will be 
assumed in Sections 2 and 5, that the inner product in G is invariant, i.e. 
<\,[X, Y-1, %’ =-= -(Y, [X, 2-J) f or arbitrary X, Y, 2 in G, as in the usual case 
of compact Lie groups. This assumption is not required in Sections 3 and 4, 
which thereby apply to open semi-simple groups, such as are involved in certain 
theoretical treatments of gravity. 
G is called the internal group, in distinction to the external group of space-time 
svmmetries. 
13. +Votation 
%J , x, , x2 , x3 will denote coordinates on M, relative to which the fundamental 
quadratic form takes the form xo2 - x12 - xg2 - .zs2. The operator a/%~,~ 
will be denoted as 8,. Lie algebra multiplication in G is denoted as [., *I. 
The Yang-Jlills equations (abbreviated to Y-M) will be taken in the form 
-F,,, = 8,,A, - aYAM - e[A, , A,] (CL, v = 0, I, 2, 3) (1) 
1 •,(8$‘,~ - e[A, , F$j) = 0 (co = 1; cj == ---i,.j ‘2 0). (4 
These equations will later be considered subject to further restrictions 
indicated by constraints such as smoothness, finite energy, etc. for the potentials 
A,‘ and the fields F,, . 
c. The Gauge Group 
A crucial feature of the equations is their “gauge-invariance.” To treat 
this aspect effectively in relation to the general Cauchy problem, it is useful 
to introduce versions of the gauge group which are analogous to Sobolev spaces. 
Consider to begin with an arbitrary finite-dimensional C”, manifold S, 
with given C5 measure (i.e. absolutely continuous with Ca. density) m thereon. 
Let Qn, denote the group of all C* maps from S to G (multiplication being 
1 It is no essential loss of generality to assume that ll[X, YJ/ < ,/ X jj !, Y 11, for arbitrary 
X, YE G. The map X -+ ex is then a Cm homeomorphism from the sphere of radius v 
around 0 in G to a neighborhood of e in G, according to a theorem of Lazard and Tits 171. 
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defined pointwise, being in G at each point) that are the identity e outside a 
compact set in S. Let p and Y be arbitrary in [l, oo] and the non-negative 
integers respectively. For each pair (p, Y) we define a uniform structure on 
Qn, as follows. 
A generic neighborhood N, of the identity e, in J&,, (e being an arbitrary 
positive number) is defined to consist of all expo(F) (which latter expression 
will be abbreviated as ep), with F E C,“(S, G), w h ere the latter notation signifies 
the totality of Cm maps from S to G having compact support, for which the 
following norm: 
II F 1lP.T = ( j (II Wll” + lIw~)ll* + *** + II F”‘(~)ll”) M4)‘lP, 
is bounded by c. Here F UC) denotes the complex of Kth derivatives of F, normed 
in the usual way (or in any topologically equivalent fashion). It follows from 
the invariance of the inner product in G, together with the observation2 that 
U(x)-leF'",U(x) = @dWs)FW 
for arbitrary U(e) E Q, , the Sobolev inequality, and a computation given 
below in the proof of Lemma 2.2, part (a), that if p > 1 and Y > n/p, then 
there exists a neighborhood N of e, such that for any E > 0, there exists E’ > 0 
with the property that U-IN,> U C N, for all U E N. (This is equivalent to the 
uniform continuity of the mapping U -+ U-l relative to N.) It follows that 
the corresponding completion of s2, , to be denoted as Sz,,, , is again a topologi- 
cal group, relative to the canonically extended multiplication (see Weil [Ill). 
Recalling the Lazard-Tits theorem (or proceeding from first principles), 
it is not difficult to verify that the mapping F -+ eF is a unimorphism from 
a neighborhood of 0 in Com(S, G), in the uniform structure defined by the 
II * l1P.T metric to Qn, , provided that the L, norm (I\ * Ilrn,e) is dominated by the 
II * IL norm (as will be the case, e.g. when Y > n/p, n being the dimension 
of S, according to the Sobolev inequality). It follows that the respective com- 
pletions of these neighborhoods correspond canonically. In particular, a neigh- 
borhood m of the identity in Q,+, can be canonically identified with a subset 
of the group of all maps from S into G. Since Sz, is connected, its completion 
is such, and hence consists of the union of the m (k = 1,2,...), from which 
it follows that all of Sz,,, can be identified with a subset of the totality of maps 
from S into G. 
s It will be suggestive and avoid circumlocution to use an elementary notation according 
to which in place of ad(g)X for g E G and X E G we write g-‘Xg (with which ad(g)(X) 
may of course be identified in the most familiar cases, notably of linear groups). Similarly 
for any U(a) E P), to be defined below, we denote as U-VU the function from R’ to 
L,(Ra, G) obtained by identifying tangent vectors at the identity in G with elements of G, 
and by making the usual identifications of R’ and R3 with their own tangent spaces. 
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To summarize, 
THEOREM 1. If p > 1 and r 3 n/p, QPp.r is a Banach-Lie group of mappings 
from S into F, whose Lie algebra is canonically isomorphic to the Sobolev space 
L,,,(S, G) (of r times d#erentiable mappings of S into G, each of whose derivatives 
is in L,). 
In the following it is assumed throughout that the conditions p > 1 and 
Y > n/p are indeed satisfied. 
d. Time-Dependent Gauge Transformations 
We are concerned with the Y-M equations as dynamical equations, in which 
time plays a role quite different from that of space. The finite-energy restriction 
has to do with the finiteness of an L,-type norm for functions defined on space; 
this L,-norm does not materially decrease as the time tends towards infinity. 
Accordingly, the appropriate function-spaces for the treatment of the equations 
differ in their temporal and spatial aspects. 
We elect a treatment for the differential equations along abstract evolutionary 
lines. Corresponding to this approach, a space-time gauge transformation 
is most conveniently regarded as a mapping from R1 to a purely spatial gauge 
transformation. In other terms, if U(t, 3) E G for all t E Ii1 and x’ E S, we may 
define V(t) by the equation V(t)(Z) = U(t, 2). This motivates the 
DEFINITION. The “gauge group” r,,, is the totality of Cr maps V from 
R1 into Q,,, . The potential space @,,, is the totality of CT maps from R1 into 
L,,,(s, G). 
We could now proceed to identify a Lie algebra for r,,, with the Lie algebra 
of maps from R1 into L,,,(S, G), but due to the non-compactness of RI, rn,? 
is not quite a Banach-Lie group; and we shall actually have no essential use 
for an explicit formulation of a Lie algebra for .F,,, . Our aim is now rather 
the transformation of potentials by the gauge group. In the treatment of the 
Gauchy problem itself it seems essential to take p = 2, in view of the lack 
of continuity of the propagation defined by the linear part of the equations 
for other values of p, and we confine our further treatment of gauge groups 
to this case. Accordingly, the subscript “p” will generally be suppressed; 
~-2, c , and @, will refer to Q,,, , I’,,, , and @2,7 . 
LEMMA 2.1. If F 6L2,,(S, G) or CD? and U E Q, or r, , then t?FCI E 
L&S, G) or @,. respectively, provided T > n/2. 
It suffices to establish the conclusion of the lemma for the case U = e”, 
with u E L&S, G) or u E L,,,(M, G), since r, is the union of the Nk (k = 1,2,...), 
with the same notation as earlier. To this end it suffices in turn to show that 
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ad u is a bounded linear operator on L,., . The basic facts regarding the Sobolev 
inequality are unchanged by the G-valued character of the functions involved 
(strong Banach-space-valued integrals defining the Sobolev spaces in question). 
In particular, the L, norm is bounded by the L,,, norm when r > n/2, and 
L,,, forms a Lie-Banach algebra relative to its norm, implying the requisite 
boundedness of ad u. 
LEMMA 2.2. For arbitrary A, ( j = 0, 1,2, 3) E @r+r and U E r,. let 
AL = U-IAU - e-1U-‘8,U. 
Then if r > n/2: 
(a) ALE@,. 
(b) For Fiy de$ned by equation (I) with A, replaced by Ah throughout, 
FLY = U-lFJJ; (P, v = 0, 1,2, 3) 
(c) If equation (2) holds for the A>, then it also hoZds for the AL . 
To prove (a) it suffices, in view of Lemma 2.1, to show that U-la,U E’ 
L.&M, G). To this end, note that every element U E F2,r+l has the form 
U = e”V, with u EL,,,+,(M, G) and YE Com(M, G). It is readily deduced 
from the abstract form of Duhamel’s principle that 
s 
1 
e-“a,e” = e-93 u UP ds. 
0 
The latter expression defines an element of L,,,(M, G), as a strong integral 
of vectors in this space. By the Leibniz rule in its presently applicable form, 
u-la, u = V-le-uapeuV + v-lauv, 
showing that U-la,U lies in the requisite space. 
The formal proofs of (b) and ( c are well known, and (b) and (c) follow in ) 
the present context by straightforward checking of the meaningfulness and 
correctness within the stated function classes of the procedures involved. 
3. THE TEMPORAL GAUGE 
A solution of the Y-M equations for which A, vanishes identically is said 
to be in the temporal gauge. We now give a precise statement of the w&a 
known formal result that for any given solution, such a gauge exists. 
A class C* potential is defined as one which, when regarded as in Section 2, 
as a 4-vector whose components are functions from R1 to L,,,(R3, G), is of 
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class CT in the sense of strong differentiation of Banach-valued functions. 
A class Cr solution of the Y-M equations (r >, 2) is such a potential which 
satisfies the equation. 
THEOREM 2. Giwen any class CT potential, there exists an element of F+l, 
gauge transformation by which carries the potential into the temporal gauge. 
Proof. To make A,, vanish we have to find an element U E Pfi) such that 
a,U(t) = eA,(t) U(t). (3) 
To solve this equation we interpret it in terms of Banach-Lie groups similar 
to those previously treated, except that the functions involved depend only 
on space. 
Equation (3) is then that for finding a path, say U(t), in Q. beginning at 
the identity, whose tangent at any given t is a given element A(t) (corresponding 
to eA,,(t)) of the Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields on the group. This 
is a standard problem in Banach-Lie group theory. Alternatively, it may be 
treated directly, as a succession of local problems, each within an arbitrarily 
small neighborhood within the group; within such a neighborhood, the problem 
becomes, via left translation to the group identity, the solution of an evolu- 
tionary differential equation of the form 
dV/dt = B(t)V; V(0) = I 
for a Banach-space-valued function V(t), where B(t) is a given measurable 
function of t to the bounded linear operators. For the solution to exist and 
be of class CT it suffices that B(.) be a Banach-space-valued function of class CT, 
as is the case here (the space being L,,,(R3, G).) 
Remark, The gauge is of course not uniquely fixed by the requirement 
that A,, = 0. Arbitrary time-independent gauge transformations will leave 
invariant the class of potentials for which A, = 0 (and conversely). 
b. Reduction of Cauchy Problem to Tempral Gauge 
In the later sections of this paper, the Cauchy problem will be treated only 
in the temporal gauge. The general case follows from Theorem 2 in accordance 
with 
COROLLARY 2.1. If the Cauchy problem is soluble for arbitrary data for A 
and A in L,,,(RS, G) (with vanishing temporal components) the solution remaining 
in L,,,(R3, G) at all times t in the interval I, then the Catchy problem is soluble 
for general data for A and A in L2,r+l(R3, G), the solution remaining in L2,s.-I 
&r all t E I. 
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For given the putative A,(t,, , X) and &(ts , x), where t, is the given time, 
say in Lsr+r(R3, G) one obtains potentials in the same space defined on all 
of M-not necessarily satisfying the Y-M equations, but with the given data 
at time to--by defining A,(t, 2) = A,(&, , x’) +f(t - to) A,(&, , x’), where f is 
a Cm function on R1 which near 0 has the form f (t) = t + O(P). By Theorem 1, 
a gauge transformation in r,,, will carry these potentials into potentials which 
are in the temporal gauge, and in this case L,,,(M, G). A solution of the Y-M 
equations in the temporal gauge having the same Cauchy data at time t, as 
the latter potentials, may then be transformed by the inverse of the cited gauge 
transformation into another solution whose Cauchy data are the originally 
given ones, without losing more than one space derivative in L, , hence resulting: 
in a solution which at each time lies in L2,r-1(R3, G). 
4. THE TEMPORAL GAUGE EQUATIONS IN EVOLUTIONARY FORM 
a. The Equations in Terms of Fields 
Having reduced to the temporal gauge, we assume in this section that! 
A,, = A, = 0 for the given Cauchy data at time t. From the appearance of 
the equations in evolutionary form, now to be treated, it will appear that there 
is no inconsistency in the further assumption that the solution on space-time? 
is in the temporal gauge throughout. 
Using the familiar notation for field strengths, 
e = (4 , J% , E3) = (Fn, > F,, > J-a,,), 
H’ = (HI, H, , H3) = (Fx 3 43 9 Fzl), 
the following equations for these quantities result. 
From equation (1) with ,LL = 0, 
/i = -E. (41 
(We omit the circumscribed arrows, which will be understood when there 
is no subscript.) 
When p # 0, equation (1) gives 
H=-VxA+eAxA. 
When j = 0, equation (2) gives 
B=-VxH+(AxH+HxzA). 
Finally, when p = 0, equation (2) gives 
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Notation. The last expression will be denoted as [A; E]; [A : E] will denote 
([AZ, 41 - I%, &I, [A, &I - I$, ,&I, [4 , KJ - [A,, 41) which may 
also be expressed as A x E + E x A. 
Finally, differentiate equation (5) with respect to the time, obtaining 
ET=VxE-(ExA+AxE). (8) 
We shall find it convenient to regard equations (4), (6), and (8) as our basic 
evolutionary equations, and (5) and (7) as constraints on the Cauchy data, 
which if satisfied at any one time, are to be perpetuated as a consequence of 
the basic equations. 
b. Subsumption under General Formalism 
For succinctness of expression, we also write the equations in the form 
u’ = zu + K(u), (9) 
where u( .) is a function on R1 (physically, “time”) to &vector functions on RS 
(= space) given by the equation 
u(t) = (A@, *>, E(t, .), H(t, .)I. (10) 
The values of E(t, .) and H(t, .) ( i.e. at fixed times, as functions on space) 
will be taken to lie in the Hilbert space F consisting of 3-vectors (jr, fi , f3), 
each of whose components is in L,(R3). M ore generally, for arbitrary non- 
negative integral a, we denote as F, (or simply F, on occasion, when a = 0) 
the Hilbert space of 3-vectors, each of whose components, together with its 
first a derivatives, lies inL,(R3). The values of A(t, .) will be taken to lie in F, , 
the difference in the spaces employed for the “fields” E and Hand the “potential” 
A being appropriate in view of the structure of the equations and later develop- 
ments. 
Next we form the Hilbert space direct sum H = F, @ F, @ F, , whose 
general element will be denoted (A, E, H) in accordance with the above usage, 
and define Z as the operator in the space H defined by the equation 
Z(A, E, H) = (-E, -V x H, V x E), (11) 
where the indicated unbounded operators are defined by Fourier transformation, 
with the usual maximal domain (or, equivalently and more intrinsically, by 
the stipulation that they are normal operators in F, and extend the usual 
elementary definition for vectors in C,m(Rs, G)). Now defining K as the non- 
linear operator 
K((A, E, H)) = (0, e[H Y AI, --e[E Y AIL (12) 
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partially defined in H to H, the earlier equations may be formally construed 
as of the form 
24’ = zu + K(u). (13) 
The equations are thereby adapted to a treatment from the general evolu- 
tionary standpoint of Segal [8] involving the formulation of a continuous 
group (one-parameter, representing temporal evolution) for the “free” (linear) 
part of the equations, in a Banach space, subject to the constraint that the 
“interaction” (non-linear) part shall be representable as a boundedly 
Lipschitzian mapping on the space to itself (i.e. one which is Lipschitzian 
on every bounded set). The limitations on the admissible Banach norms imposed 
by these desiderata-verging on unicity if a minimal number of derivatives 
is to be involved-is further compounded by the non-linear constraints on 
the Cauchy data imposed by the equations themselves. 
We recall and use the following terminology regarding the solution of 
evolutionary differential equations in a Banach space. By a strong solution 
of the differential equation u’ = Au + K(u), where A is the generator of a 
continuous one-parameter group of operators on the Banach space B, we 
mean a solution of the integrated form of the equations: 
u(t) = W) u(O) + l* wt - 4 K@(s)) ds, (14) 
u(t) being a continuous function of t. If for all t, u(t) lies in the domain D(A), 
it follows that u(a) is differentiable as a function on Rf to B, and that u’(t) = 
Au + K(U); we refer then to a strict solution. If B consists of functions on a 
Cm manifold m to a finite-dimensional vector space, and if for every t, u(t) 
has a Cm representative, which is such that u(t)(x) is then a Cm function on 
R1 x m, we speak of an elementary Cm solution. 
c. The Free Evolutionary Group 
To set up the presently relevant one-parameter group,’ let (1 denote thei 
operator in F, f -+ V x (V x f) - V div f, defined via Fourier transformation j 
as earlier. More specifically, the domain of /l consists of all f E F such that/ 
n(K)f(/z), as a function of K E R3, is again in F, where n(K) = PI- 11 Ki3 11;’ 
it may be noted that if, e.g., f E Cam, then this is the case. Noting that n(K) 
is symmetric and positive semi-definite for all K, B(K) may be uniquely defined, 
as the positive semi-definite square root of cl(K). A unique self-adjoint operator 
B in F may now be defined by the equation 
(Bf I-+ = &&&4. 
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In these terms the formal solution of the free equation 
A(t) = A(O) - 
si;@ E(O) + cos t:2- 1 
v x H(O) 
E(t) = cos tBE(0) - y v x H(0) (15) 
H(t) = cos tB f- + v x E(O). 
where for notational simplicity, sin tB/B denotes the operator f(B), where 
for real h, f(h) = h-l sin tA when h # 0 and f(0) = t; and similarly for other 
operator functions. It should be noted that the operators which involve V. 
although they may appear as possibly unbounded, are in fact bounded, as 
a consequence of e.g. the boundedness of the corresponding matrix functions 
of k, which may be verified by explicit matrix computation. (The boundedness 
is also a consequence of general spectral theory and the conservation of energy 
to be later established.) Actually, in place of the operators just referred to 
we should write their closures, for they are, to be technically precise, only 
partially defined operators; but for notational simplicity, we shall rely on 
the context to indicate our intention. Similarly, we shall on occasion denote 
the restriction of an operator to an invariant submanifold by the same symbol, 
in contexts in which significant confusion appears unlikely. 
Introducing the Hilbert space Hb (b = 0, l,...) consisting of the direct sum 
F,,, @ Fb @) Fb , it is straightforward to verify that if (A(O), E(O), H(0)) E H, , 
then asO (A(t), E(t), W)) E I% , where the foregoing equations are used to 
define the latter vector. It follows in turn that the following matrix, relative 
to the defining decomposition of H, into three subspaces: 
is that of a continuous one-parameter group of linear transformations on H, . 
On taking the spectral resolution of B and differentiating, it follows that the 
generator of V( *) is the operator 
and thus coincides with Z. 
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d. Regularity of the Non-Linear Perturbation 
We now turn to the question of the adaptability of the foregoing spaces 
to the non-linear equation. To say that K is boundedly Lipschitzian on the 
space H is to say that 
II K(F) - W’)Il G c(llF II + II F’ II) II F - F’ IL 
all norms being in H, and c being a function on [0, 00) to [0, co), F and F’ 
being arbitrary vectors in H. In terms of L,-norms on the 3-vector components 
of F and F’, this means the following, where we write 11 * 11s for the L,-norm, 
and denote as E(K) and H(K) the indicated 3-vector components of K, and 
similarly for K’: 
II E(K) - W’h + II VW) - JW’))lls 
+ II H(K) - fW’)lls + II WV) - fW’))lL 
< c(ll E - E’ 112 + II YE - E’)llz + II f~ - H’ l/z 
+ II VW - WI12 + IIU - 4v - 412). 
Recalling that 
E(K) = e(A x H + H x A), H(K) = -e(A x E + E x A), 
this inequality follows from the estimates: 
\\(A x H + H x A) - (A’ x H’ + H’ x A’)112 
d c(ll(1 - 44 - 4112 II H l/z + IIU - 4 A’ IIs II H - H’ IIJ, 
where we have used the inequality 
llfllm G c IIU - Wll, (f arbitrary in L,(R3)); 
IjV(AxH+HxA)-V(A’xH’+H’xA’)Il, 
< 4 YA - 4s II H II/ + II VA’ Ils II H - H’ Ils) 
< 411 4-4 - A’>llz II H ll;‘2 II VH lli’4 + II VJ#‘~ II dA’ll;‘4)> 
where we have used the inequalities 
Ilfll, G llfll~‘4 ll.w4, llflls G c II VII, 
for arbitrary f in L,(R3); together with the same estimates with H and H’ 
replaced by E and E’. 
Thus K is an everywhere defined boundedly Lipschitzian operator from E$ 
into H. In order to treat regularity questions, we need to establish that, iq 
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addition, K is of class Cm. It suffices here to show that K is of class Cl, for the 
first derivative is already linear. This is an extension of the Lipschitzian 
property and shown by similar estimates. It will suffices here to deal with 
the map (A, H) -+ A x H, in as much as the latter terms are typical of those 
constituting K. Here (A, H) is in the topology defined by the norm 
ll(l - 44 11s + II H/Is + II VH IL 9 while A x H lies in the space with norm: 
llfll = llfllz + II v-II2 . 
In fact, for arbitrary E > 0, the contribution to E-l(K(F + EF’) - K(F)) of 
the term in question is A’ x H + A x H’ + EA’ x H’. Since 
/I A’ x H’llz + II V(A’ x ff’)llz 
G 4U - 4 a’ l/z II H’ 112 + I! VA’ 113 II H’ /Is + IIU - 4 A’ l/t /I VH’ It& 
and jl VA’ j/s < c /I VA’ lly4 /j VA’ l/y4 < c jl VA’ lly4 jl VA /1i’4, (or alternatively, 
it has already been shown that K(F), and hence the difference quotient, lies 
in the relevant space, so that A’ x H’ must do so also), the derivative exists 
and takes the form (A’, H’) --+ A’ x H + A x H’. This linear mapping is a 
continuous function of (A, H) in the uniform operator topology, by estimates 
similar to those above; i.e. dK is a continuous function on H, so K is of class Cr. 
It now follows from general theory (Segal [S]) that: (a) the equation (13) 
has strong solutions for arbitrary given data, in fact unique such, locally in 
time; (b) if the Cauchy data are in P(Z) (the common part of the domains 
of the .P), then the solution throughout its interval of existence is also in 
P(Z); (c) with the same assumption, the solution is infinitely differentiable 
as a function of t with values in H; (d) if two solutions exist on the same real 
interval and have the same Cauchy data, they are identical throughout space 
at each time in the interval of existence. It remains however to establish the 
conservation of the side conditions on the Cauchy data; the C” character 
of the solution; and the satisfaction of the Y-M equations in the elementary 
local sense, when the data are sufficiently smooth. 
e. Persistence of the Subsidiary Conditions 
To deal with the side condition on E, note that if the equations treated earlier 
in this section are differentiated with respect to the xj (j = 1,2, 3) the formal 
matrix of the free part is unaffected; and the non-linear part remains quadratic. 
More specifically, for example, one obtains the equation 
(a/&!) VE == -V(V x H) + e(VA x H + A x OH + VH x .4 + H x VA); 
and similarly with E replaced by H. Except for the replacement of A by VA, 
these equations are formally quite similar to the earlier ones. As a consequence, 
it follows in the same way that if initially A, E, and H are assumed to have 
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one additional derivative in L, , then the equations just indicated for VE, VH, 
and also for VA have strong solutions in H. 
The solutions of these equations are a priori only formally the same as the 
corresponding derivatives of the solutions of the original equations, whose 
existence in fact remains in doubt. To show that these derivatives exist, and 
are equal to the solutions of the equations just considered, we proceed by 
a variation of an argument in Segal [8] which does not apply directly because 
of the side condition and the circumstance that the operator B is significantly 
weaker than (-LQ’/~. 
We consider the difference quotient @(Fe(t) -F(t)), and its convergence 
in H, where F,(t, x) = F(t, x + EY), y being fixed; it will suffice to consider 
y = one of the th ree basis vectors in R3. From the integrated form of the 
differential equation which F satisfies, it results that 
h(F&) - F(t)) = t’(t) &(F,(O) - F(0)) 
Consider the E-component of this equation; it is representative: 
&(E&) - E(t)) = cos tB&(E,(O) - E(0)) - y V x @(HE(O) - H(0)) 
+ e it (cd@ - sW1([A,(s) ? H,(s)] - [A(s) %&)I) 
+ sintt; SIB &(RA,(s) : E,(s)] - [A(s) ‘r’ E(s)]) a3. 
We wish to compare this equation with that for the corresponding component, 
say WE, of the solution of the equation considered above which is a differential 
equation for VE, provided this exists. This component V~ accordingly satisfies 
the equation 
v&) = cos tBvE(0) - y v x VH(0) 
+ e L’ &s(t - 4 Bt[v&) 7 WI + [A(s) 7 VHNI) 
sin(t - s)B 
+ B @A(S) ?WI + LW :: v&l) &. 
Taking the difference of the last two equations, and setting 
we(t) = cl(F&) -F(t)) - v(t), 
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with the ;4, E, H components of w, indicated as w,,~ , etc., it results that 
w,,&) = cos Q3W,,E(O) - y v x W,,H(O) 
cos(t - 4 Wx&) : Wdl + [44 :: z~‘,,&)l 
+ [w&) : K(s) - W41 + [~,&I :: K(s) - W)l) ds 
-+ e i,’ wg sP (bd4 :: E,(s)1 -+ b& :: (W - ENI 
-+ [A(s) 7 v~,&)l) ds. 
Estimating in L,(R3), in terms of P)E(~) = sup < 0 agt 11 w,(s)ii, it follows (taking 
account of the similar equations for w~,~ and w,,~) that 
s(t) < 40) + c 1’ v.(s) ds 0 
+ c Lt {II -K(s) - E(s)lI, + iI H,(s) - H(sM 6 
where c is bounded on bounded t-intervals. Since the latter terms are o(1) 
as E --f 0, it follows from a variant of Gronwall’s inequality that ~)~(t) -+ 0 
as E + 0, in fact uniformly on finite t-intervals. 
This establishes the existence of VA, VE and VH as derivatives in L,(Rs), 
and shows that they are given by the appropriate components of w. The 
can now be repeated to show that higher derivatives of A, E, and H 
given by corresponding derivatives of components of z’, up to the 
or&r required for z’ to be in the space H. 
To show the persistence of the side condition on E, we note that VE, as a 
of the integrated form of the formal differential equation for VE (i.e. 
r v), having initial data in the domain of the generator of the corre- 
free equation, together with a Cl non-linear term in the space in 
is a strong solution of the associated differential equation. Thus, 
in terms of derivatives in L,: 
(d/dt) VE = e[A; E] + e[A; El. 
This means that VE - e[A; E] has vanishing time derivative in L, , and hence 
throughout the interval of existence of the solution, since it vanishes 
ititial time. A similar analysis shows that H - V x A - eA x A has 
ag time derivative in F, and hence vanishes at all times if it vanishes 
initially. 
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f. Conclusions 
The process which established the existence of W(s) for all s in the interval 
of existence, with suitably smooth Cauchy data, can be continued indefinitely 
if the data are infinitely differentiable in L, . It follows that with such data, 
F(s) remains such for all s; and that it is infinitely differentiable as a function 
of s with values in H. Choosing Cm representatives for F(s) for each s, a unique 
function on space-time is obtained, which is Cm as a function of space and time 
jointly, as follows from its Fourier integral representation after multiplication 
by a Cm scalar function of compact support which is unity in a vicinity of the 
point under consideration, and it follows that the Y-M equations are then 
satisfied in the classical sense. 
In summary, the following has been shown. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a strong solution to the Yang-Mills equations in 
the temporal gauge throughout space in some finite time interval having prescribed 
values for A and A at a given time, which are square-integrable together with 
their first derivatives, and in the case of A, the second derivative as well; and which 
satisfy the constraint (7). 
If the data each have one additional derivative, then the solution is strict. If 
the data are in$nitely diSferentiable in L, , the solution is equivalent to a Cm solution 
in the elementary sense. 
Global space-time strong solution may depend on the possible existence 
of semi-bounded conserved quantities, or on a perturbative basis, on decay 
considerations such as those of Segal [9]. Global unicity for strong solutions 
is however a consequence of general theory: 
COROLLARY 3.1. If two strong solutions of the Yang-Mills equatious wat 
throughout space at one time, then they agree throughout their intervals of tmpd 
existence. 
The Cauchy problem in a general gauge may be resolved by combinkq~ 
Theorem 3 with the earlier considerations on gauge transformations. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The conclusions of Theorems 3 and Corollary 3.1 I- 
valid in an arbitrary gauge provided the Cauchy data for A and A each ham a 
number of suitable additional derivatives in L, . 
5. GLOBAL QUASI-SOLUTIONS 
a. The Concept of Quasi-Solution 
By a quasi-solution of an evolutionary differential equation in a Banach 
space B, of the form 
24’ = zu + K(u), 
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where 2 generates a continuous group on B, we shall mean a limit of solutions 
u, of the equation 
24’ = zu + K,(u), 
in the topology of convergence of temporal and B-averages (defined by con- 
tinuous linear functionals on B); in effect, physically speaking, of convergence 
of space-time averages, where (K,} is a sequence of (usually, non-linear) 
operators on B such that K,(u) -j K(U) for all u in a dense domain in B which 
is invariant under the group generated by Z.3 From a physical standpoint, 
a quasi-solution is a natural limit of “cut-off” solutions, and in practice is 
commonly used as an actual solution. However, without further limitations 
on Z and/or K, the sense in which it may satisfy the original equation is 
ambiguous. 
We shall show that in the present case, a very simple cut-off is sufficient 
to insure the existence of quasi-solutions with arbitrary finite-energy data. 
provided the inner product in G is invariant, as will be assumed throughout 
this section. 
b. Finite-Energy Catchy Data 
DEFINITION. The energy of Cauchy data, or of a solution of the Yang- 
Mills equation at a given time, is 4 fR3 ((E, E) + .<H, H)) dx. 
THEOREM 4. Given arbitrary jnite-energy Cauchy data for the Yang-Mills 
equation in the temporal gauge, there exists a quasi-solution throughout space-time 
for equation (13). 
The cutofJ operators K,, may be taken to be of the form K,(u) = P,&(u), 
where P, is convolution by the function whose #ourier transform is the charac- 
teristic function of the ball of radius n. 
Let P be any operator of the type indicated. To obtain cut-off solutions, 
ix. strong solutions of the equation 
u’ = Zu + PK(u), (19) 
it suffices to show that the operator u + PK(u) is Lipschitzian from H to H. 
It suffices in turn to consider the term P(A x H), since PK(u) is a sum of 
similar terms. We have 
/I P(A :< H) - P(A’ x H’)Il < jl P(A - A’) x H/I + // P(A x (H - H’)l:. 
a A natural choice for this domain for many applications would be the domain D”(Z) 
of all infinitely differentiable vectors with respect to Z. This is inconvenient in the present 
case due to the weakness of Z relative to ( -4)1/2, which results from the nonlinear 
constraints on the Cauchy data. 
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Note that for arbitrary C and D in F, 11 P(C x D)l12 = (P(C x D), P(C x D)) = 
@(c; j, B), p(e i< I$), w h ere p denotes the action of P on Fourier transforms. 
As in the case when G is abelian, the convolution &’ j, D is bounded by 
11 6 /I2 11 D 112, as a function on R3 to G. It follows that 11 P(C x D)jl” < 
m II C II2 II D II2 , where m is the volume of the ball by whose characteristic 
function P is multiplication. Hence PK is Lipschitzian as stated. 
To obtain compactness of the set of cut-off solutions we establish conservation 
of energy, for the cut-off as well as for the original equations. To this end 
consider &,((E(t), E(t)) + (H(t), H(t))), where (A, E, H) is the strong solution 
of equation (19) with data which are assumed to lie in the range of P. Such 
data are infinitely differentiable in L, , and it follows as in the preceding section 
that the solution is in fact strict. The indicated derivative may therefore be 
expressed as 
(~(0, E(t)) + <E(t), E(t)> + <@), H(O) + <H(t), +)). 
From the commutativity of P with the group generated by 2 it follows that 
u(t) remains in the range of P if initially it is in the range, as here assumed. 
In particular, E(t) and H(t) are for each fixed t, infinitely differentiable in 
L2(R3), legitimizing the integration by parts next required. 
Now 
<@), E(O) = -0’ x H(t), E(t)) + e<P(A(t) x H(t) + H(t) x A(t)), E(t)) 
<H(t), a(t)> = <H(t), V x E(t)) - e<H(t), P(A(t) x D(t) + E(t) x A(t)). 
Integration by parts shows that (H, V x E) = -(V x H, E), from which 
it follows that the leading terms in (B(t), E(t)) and (H(t), p(t)) cancel on 
forming their sum. By a similar argument, the same is true of (E(t), l?(t)) + 
<I;r<i), H(t)). Thus th e expression whose vanishing is in question becomes, 
writing now simply A(t) = A, etc.: 
e(P(A x H + H x A), E) - e(H, P(A x E + E x A)) 
+e(E,P(AxH+HxA))-e(P(AxE+ExA),H). 
Using the self-adjointness of the action of P on F, the first term may be written 
as {A x H + H x A, PE), and similarly for the other three terms. Applying 
the observation that A, E, and H are in the range of P, the expression becomes 
e(AxH+HxA,E)-E(H,AxE+ExA) 
+e(E,AxH+HxA)-e(AxE+ExA,H), 
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which vanishes identically, in view of the relation (P x Q) . R = P * (Q x R) 
for arbitrary P, Q, R, and the assumed invariance of the inner product in G. 
To conclude the proof, let T be any finite t-interval including the initial 
t-value, and consider the restrictions of A(+), E(e), and H(e) to this interval 
as vectors in L,(T, HI) and L,(T, I$,). G iven arbitrary finite-energy Cauchy 
data with A(O) E H, , the E and the H for a cutoff solution range over the ball 
in L&T, H,) bounded by 1 T I((E(O), E(0)) + (H(O), H(0)))lj2. The corre- 
sponding A similarly range over a bounded subset of L,( T, HI), by the earlier 
result on the continuity of the free one-parameter group on the space HI G’ 
G @ H,, . By the weak compactness of the unit ball in a Hilbert space, there 
is consequently a subsequence of the cutoff solutions corresponding to the 
projections P, + I, which is convergent in L2( T, HJ @ L,( T, I&,) @ L2( T, I&). 
Taking T == (-N, N) with N = I, 2 ,..., and employing the diagonal argument, 
the same subsequence may be assumed to converge weakly for every finite 
t-interval. 
The limit is then a quasi-solution, for an average over time with respect 
to an &-function of time on a finite interval of an inner product with fixed 
vector in H is a special case of an inner product in the space L,(T, F) within 
which the limit exists in the sense of weak sequential convergence for all T. 
C. Globa& of Strong Solutions 
The question of the eventual singularity of the potential (accompanied by 
regularity of the fields) has been one of considerable theoretical physical 
interest. That this may also be a crucial question for the existence of a tem- 
porally global solution to the Yang-Mills equations is indicated by 
COROLLARY 4.1. A strong solution of the Yang-Mills equation in the space 
F, k&r exists for all times, 07 I/ A llH, is unbounded over the maximal interval 
of existence. 
For II EWl, and II fW12 remain bounded by energy conservation. Moreover 
the equations for VE and VH imply, in their integrated form, that if ll(l - d)A 11% 
remains bounded, then 11 VE(t)llz < c + c $ II VH(s)& ds and similarly for 
/j VH(t)lla , implying by Gronwall’s inequality that these norms remain bounded. 
But a strong solution to an equation of the form (13) with boundedly 
Lipschitzian K exists in the largest interval within which the norm remains 
bounded. 
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